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‘Gamalstev’ is the most original form of Norwegian folk music. It has been in oral tradition until 

the present day. Via phonograph recordings we can hear this type of sung verse passed down 

to us in a single link now spanning 220 years. The structure of gamalstev is almost identical to 

that of Old Norse verse in the metre ljodahattr, used e.g. in Havamal, a collection of words of 

wisdom of the ‘High One’, i.e. Odin (Wotan), and in Lokasenna, a quarrel on verse between 

Loki and the other Norse gods. This ‘Poetic Edda’ was written down on parchment in Iceland in 

the 13th century, but is thought to stem from Norway at least as early as the 9th century through 

oral tradition among the settlers. Gamalstev is traditionally used in similar contexts, i.e. to state 

or quote a word of wisdom, to comment on a remarkable situation, to make riddles or fight it 

out in a sung verse contest. While at most traces of the verbal contents of the Old Norse verses 

can be identified in gamalstev, the practice is preserved. Exactly how the verse was performed a 

millennium ago cannot be known, but it was referred to by the same verbs now used to describe 

the performing of stev (kveda and syngja, both of which carry the double meaning of reciting 

poetry and singing, in Old Norse as well as in modern Norwegian). Old Norse verse in 

ljodahattr metre can be sung to the tunes of gamalstev. They share the same accentual pattern 

with 2+2, 3; 2+2, 3 stresses. While the former has a rigorous system of alliterations on stressed 

syllables, this is irregular or missing in gamalstev, which in stead has end rhyme or assonance 

in the lines with 3 stresses. The number of non stressed syllables varies a lot, providing freedom 

for improvising. For further information and literature, see References. 

Oral and writing cultures: The Edda poetry must have been in oral tradition for several hundred 

years, inevitably changing in the process, before it was written down and hence known to us 

today. Similarly, gamalstev was first recorded in writing only as late as around 1850. Before that 

time, literate persons in Norway took little interest in what common people knew by heart from 

their old folks. A traditional singer alerted me of the paradox that when the sung verse was put 

on paper, people felt it unimportant to learn it by heart. But during the national movement of 

the 19th century to make Norway an independent nation old sung verse gained enormously in 

prestige and inspired authors like Ibsen and Bjørnson (e.g. in the national anthem). The practice 

lives on in new forms: a forestry officer in Setesdal was recently summoned to rescue two 

moose that had plunged through the river ice, the situation being described in a pair of stev sent 

by fax! My tenet is that a continuous still existing practice of sung verse in Norse culture 

predates the time of emigration to Iceland.  
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